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ABSTRACT
The younger PreCambrian Apache group,

Cambrian Troy

quartzite, Devonian Martin limestone, and Mississippian
Escabrosa limestone in apparently conformable attitudes,
were deposited on an almost level surface of older Precambrian Pinal schist and granite in the central Tortilla
Mountains, Pinal County, Arizona.
Extensive intrusions of diabase and diorite and lesser
intrusions of andesite and the more acidic rocks, folding
along northerly axes, and faulting with both northerly and
easterly strikes occurred during the Laramide orogeny*

The

major mineralization in the area is late Laramide in age and
was controlled largely by the easterly striking Laramide
faults and shears.
Erosion extensively denuded pre-Gila rocks prior to, and
probably during, the deposition of Gila conglomerate.

In

tense deformation which started in intra-Gila time and
continued into post-Gila time obscured most of the traces of
earlier orogenies.
displacements,

Large thrusts of considerable westerly

involving Gila conglomerate as well as older

strata, were formed.

Subsequently the strata and thrust

planes were intensely folded along northerly trending axes.
Late in the period of deformation large blocks were downdropped and tilted easterly along normal faults with

a
northerly strikes and steep westerly dips.

Post-deformation

erosion removed much of the material from the anticlines and
beveled the folded strata in the synclines.

Exposures of

the steeply dipping thrusts and erosion-resistant strata
around the noses and along the limbs of the eroded anticlines
are largely responsible for the present structural and topo
graphic patterns.
Concealed ore bodies may lie beneath the steeply
dipping Gila and "Cloudburst" conglomerates.

However,

the

generally weak mineralization throughout the area indicates
that the ore bodies would be of too small size, at the
considerable depths anticipated,
able by currently used methods.

to be geophysically detect

3
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INTRODUCTION

v

Purpose and Scope of the Investigation
This investigation of the central Tortilla Mountains,
Pinal County, Arizona, was undertaken to determine:
the areal distribution of rocks,
mineralization,

(1)

(2 ) the ages and amount of

(3 ) the structures present and the control

the structures exercised over the mineralization, and
(Ij.) areas in which geophysical exploration appears to be
warranted, as determined by projecting controlling structures
and mineralization under the post-mineralization cover.
United States Geological Survey topographic maps, 7s
minute series, edition of 1950, were used and found to be
accurate in all details.

All roads shown on these maps

were passable.
Although much of the outcrop pattern is obscured by
slope wash, talus, and f i l l , p l a t e s 1 , 2 , 3 , and 9 depict
inferred bedrock conditions wherever scattered outcrops
permitted valid inferences,

Rock classifications and

descriptions are petrologic, not petrographic; no attempt
was made to verify classifications by laboratory analyses.
Field work was started June 10, 1953, and completed
October 22, 1953•

An additional week in December was spent

in re-checking details.

During the first few days of the

field work, P. C. Benedict of Newmont Exploration, Ltd.,

Jerome, Arizona, familiarized the writer with the work done
in the northern Tortilla Mountains'by-R, B, Hargraves, and
introduced the writer to the geology of the area covered
herein.

Near the completion of the field work several days

were spent familiarizing Benedict with those portions of the
area which are of special interest or which present complex
structural relationships.
Summary of Previous Wor k
No record was found of previous geological work in the
central or southern Tortilla Mountains.

Ransome (1919)

mapped the Ray area to the north and carried a reconnaissance
into the northern Tortilla Mountains.

R. B. Hargraves

(1953)

made a more detailed study of the northern Tortilla Moun
tains.

South of the Tortilla Mountains, Nels P. Peterson

(1938) and S. C. Creasey (1950) worked in the Mammoth area.
Still farther south Steele and Benedict (1953) made in-

.

tensive studies of the geology of the San Manuel area.
Summary of Conclusions
The central Tortilla Mountains,

except for their eastern

slopes, consist primarily of older Precambrian granite and
schist from which overlying younger Precambrian, Paleozoic,
and younger rocks have been largely denuded.

The low

eastern slopes consist of steeply to moderately dipping
Tertiary and Quaternary conglomerates and Recent alluvium.

Intrusions of diabase are common and are believed to
have been emplaced in both Late Cambrian (?) and Early
Laramide times; however, no direct evidence of a Laramide
age for much of the diabase was obtained within the area
mapped.

Later Laramide intrusions of intermediate diorite,

andesite, and, rarely, monzonite occur as dikes and sills
of varying sizes,

harrow andesite and rhyolite dikes may

be either very late Laramide or post-Laramlde in age.

Post-

Laramide flows of andesite, although exposed in only three
small areas, appear to have been widespread.
Tectonic activity during older Precambrian time pro
duced the Pinal schist and the extensive intrusion of the
schist by granite and associated rocks.
Evidence of Nevadan orogeny in the central Tortilla
Mountains is obscure, but the presence of Cretaceous (?)
conglomerate containing copper-bearing gossan pebbles in the
northern Tortilla Mountains suggests some Nevadan tectonic
activity.
Laramide orogeny appears to consist of folding along
northerly axes, fracturing with both easterly and northerly
strikes,
andesite,

intrusions of dikes and sills of diabase, diorite,
and monzonite, and the main mineralization of the

area which generally follows the easterly trending Laramide
fault and shear 2D nes.
During intra-Gila time and probably extending into post
Gila time, diastrophism was of such intensity as to have

6
obliterated much of the evidence of earlier tectonic ac- =.
■
tivity.

Large thrusts of considerable displacement to the

west or west-southwest contain Gila as well as older rocks
in both overthrust and underlying blocks.

In part concurrent

with and in,part subsequent to the thrusting,

the relatively

flat overthrusts as well as the Gila and older rocks were
intensely folded.

The axes of the folds generally trend a

little west of north.
of the pre-Gila faults.

Renewed movement occurred along many
Late in the period of deformation

normal faults were formed.

These faults strike roughly

parallel to the thrusts and axes of the folds and generally
have steep westerly dips and appreciable displacements.
Movement along the normal faults tilted large blocks down
ward to the east and thus brought about a steepening of
easterly dipping strata and faults.
Tuff beds in the Gila conglomerate indicate some
igneous activity in the region.

Little, if any, mineraliz

ation appears to have accompanied the intra-Gila and postGila deformation.

Although there are some indications of

minor Nevadan mineralization, by far the major mineral
ization appears to be Laramide.

Throughout the area where

Precambrian and Paleozoic rocks are exposed,

some quartz

veins, a few dikes and sills, and many of the easterly
trending fractures and shear zones contain noticeable
pyritic mineralization which is commonly accompanied by
minor showings of copper, lead,

silver, and/or gold.

The

7
mineralization appears to be too limited in extent, too low
in grade, and/or too erratic in occurrence to support even
modest mining operations.
Ore bodies occurring at favorable Paleozoic limestone
horizons may lie concealed beneath post-mineralization
cover*

However,

the generally weak mineralization indicates

that such bodies would be too small, at the considerable
depths to be anticipated below the steeply dipping Gila
conglomerate,
methods.

to be detectable by currently used geophysical
:

\

;

The intense deformation and brecciation noted both in
this area and to the south near Tiger and San Manuel,

the

known stronger mineralization to the south as shown by the
Mammoth and San Manuel mines, and the presence of late
Tertiary’to possibly even Recent mineralization at Mammoth
as advanced by Creasey (1950, p* 81) appears to warrant a
similar investigation of the southern Tortilla Mountains.
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The area covered by this investigation as shown on the
': - . ,
‘ ' ': :
,
index map (Fig., 1) includes secs,' 2, 10, 11, 12, 13, ill, and
1$, T. 5 S., R, ill E,, and secs. 7 and 18, T. 5 S., R. 1$ E.
as located on the U. S. Geological Survey topographic map .
of the Ray quadrangle, Pinal■County, Arizona, If? minute
series, edition of 1910, and all the area covered by the _ ,
topographic maps of Crozier Peak and Winkelman quadrangles,/
edition of 19^ 0 , except that portion; which

7i- minute series,

-", 1
--li
The area is easily accessible from Winkelman, Arizona,

lies east of the Gila and San Pedro Rivers.
•
;

as shown on the index m a p ;(Fig. 1 ) and the areal geology
maps (Pis. 1, 2, and 3),

Winkelman may be reached by auto

mobile from Tucson on U. S. Highway 80 to Oracle Junction
then on Arizona Highway 77 to Winkelman; from Phoenix on
U* S. Highway 70 to Superior then on Arizona Highway 77
south to Winkelman.

A branch line of .the Southern Pacific

Company runs into Winkelman but does not have passenger
.
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Climate and Vegetation

The temperature ranges from a winter minimum of about
20 degrees F. to a summer maximum of about 120 degrees F,
A diurnal variation of 4° degrees F. is common.

Rainfall

Figure !•- Index map of Arizona showing the
central Tortilla Mountains area.
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generally averages between ten to thirteen inches per year,
but in recent years drought conditions have prevailed.

Very

little snow falls in the area.
- The vegetation is typical of the southeastern desert
regions of Arizona.and consists mostly of cacti and desert
brush* : The common types of cacti are saguaro, prickly pear,
barrel, staghorn, and cholla.

Ocotillo, paloverde, creosote

bush, canutilla, and cat*s-claw are common.
except along the washes.

Mesquite is rare

Trees, generally cottonwood, are

encountered only near springs and along the banks of the
Gila and San Pedro Rivers.
Topography
The elevation in the area mapped ranges from 1900 feet
above sea level near the Gila River to 4-273 feet at Crozier
Peak.

The central Tortilla Mountains consist of two main

ranges, designated the western range which contains Ripsey
Hill, sec. 13, T. 5 S«, R. ll|_ E., Crozier Peak quadrangle
(PI. 1), and the eastern range which contains Crozier Peak,
sec. 26, T. 5 S., R. llj. E., in the same quadrangle.
lower slopes of the ranges,

The

composed of Cenozoic sediments,

are relatively gentle, whereas the upper slopes above the
contact of Cenozoic sediments with older rocks are generally
steep*
The two ranges are separated by a complicated synclinal
trough involving an anticlinal element.

The trough has a low

12
northerly plunge and contains Hackberry and Indian Camp
Washes together with their tributaries♦
A series of hogbacks composed of reddish,

erosion-

resistant Dripping Spring quartzite is topographically prom
inent along the upper eastern slopes of the eastern r a n g e »
A similar series of smaller hogbacks

composed of gray Paleo

zoic limestones is conspicuous along the eastern slopes of
the western r a nge.
The main drainage to the Gila and San Pedro Rivers is
by well established washes with broad alluvium-filled floors.
These washes provide the main routes of access into and through
the area.

The drainage pattern is intricate, in part trellis

where controlled by faults, and in part dendritic where
fault-control is absent*

Along the eastern flanks of the

ranges the drainage pattern is incised in gentle slopes of
beveled, steeply dipping Tertiary gravels.

These beveled

surfaces are largely mantled by Recent alluvium, particularly
in the southern portion of the eastern slopes of the eastern
range where all indications of earlier gravels are concealed
beneath the more recent fill.

13

GEOLOGY
Summary
The succession of rocks found in the area is shown in
the generalized stratigraphic column (Fig. 2).

The relative

ages of igneous rocks were determined partially from field
observations and partially from comparison with' the works of
Ransome (1919 ) and Hargraves (1953) to the north and of
Steele and' Benedict (1953) to the south.
v ■.

. / / • -,

....

' ■

v.' ;-:: -

.

■

..

The rounded hills and ridges to the west and south of
the western range are granite, as are the crests and western
slopes of the eastern range.
V

*

" ,

"

.....

"

In the southern portion of the
:

eastern range* Pinal- s c h i s t :lies between the younger sediment
ary rocks and the more westerly granite.

It is also exposed

V;.;: ' 1 '

in the thrust si along the hogbacks in the northern part of
the eastern range.

The younger Precambrian Apache group and

Paleozoic quartzite and limestones form the crests and steep
slopes of the western range.

The Apache group with com

paratively sparse exposures of Cambrian Troy quartzite forms
the steep hills and hogbacks in the northern and eastern
flanks of the, eastern range.

Tertiary gravels largely man

tled by Recent alluvium form the low eastern slopes of both
ranges and lie in the trough between the two ranges.
The mainr structural,trend is northerly and may well
have resulted from older structural features.

The overall
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Generalized columnar section of rocks
in the central Tortilla Mountains#

i5
structural.pattern has the shape of a reversed letter N due
to. northerly plunging anticlinal and synclinal axes.

The

western range forms the left leg and the eastern range the
right leg of this reversed "N."

A post-Gila normal fault

of considerable magnitude, having a northerly to northnorthwesterly strike and steep westerly dip, dropped the
western block down and tilted it to the east,

thus inter

rupted and obscured the central leg of the "N."

.

The intense folding of the.post-Laramide thrusts is
largely responsible for the repetition.of strata in the
northern and eastern'flanks of the eastern range, and for
the exposures of Paleozoic and older rocks in the trough
between the two ranges.

However,

..

some of the repetition

of strata is due to normal faulting which may well be both
Laramide and post~Laramide in age.

A high in the axes of

the folds in the central portion of the area is shown by
a reversal of plunge between the northern and southern
portions of the area.
Sedimentary Rocks
Inasmuch as measured sections were not taken during the
field work, most thickness of strata were calculated from
completed maps and therefore are approximate.

Younger Precambrian Apache Group
Apache rocks form the boldest outcrops in the area and
all five sedimentary formations of the group are present.

The basalt, found above the Mescal limestone In some regions,
was either

never present here or. If present, was apparently

removed by pre-Troy erosion.
Scanlan conglomerate.

This basal formation of the

Apache group Is sparsely represented In the area.

It Is

composed of subrounded pebbles of quartz and serlcltlc
quartzite in a dark arkosic matrix, and appears to have been
laid down in local depressions in a peneplain formed during
post-granite to pre-Apache time.

The maximum thickness of

about 3 feet is exaggerated on plates 1 and 2 in order to
show the areal distribution of the formation.

In the

Crozier Peak quadrangle (PI. 1), Scanlan conglomerate overlying granite (PI, 6A, p. 17) is exposed along the western
slope of Ripsey Hill, sec. 13, T. 5 S., R. 13 E.

In the

Winkelman quadrangle (PI. 2), Scanlan conglomerate crops out
in three places:

(1 ) overlying Pinal schist along the ridge

in the western half of sec..-19 , T. $ S., R. l£ E.,

(2) over-

lying granite near the center of sec. 30, T. f> S., R. l£ E e,
and (3) between Pinal schist and a diabase sill cutting
across the SW%-, sec. 20, T. 6 S., R. 15 E.
Pioneer shale.

Conformably overlying Scanlan conglomerate

where the latter is present, and nonconformably overlying
Pinal schist or granite where Scanlan conglomerate is not
present,

the Pioneer shale is a thin-bedded, red and maroon,

arkosic shale.

The maximum thickness is slightly over 200

feet, but the thickness varies considerably throughout the

A,-

B,-

Overturned Scanlan conglonerate (p€ s ) in depositional
contact with Precanbrian grar.ite (P€g) along the
western flank of Ripsey H i l l >

Coppei— "oe ring gosoan pebbles in an outcrop of
Cretaceous (?) conglonerate in the northern
Tortilla fountains.

Plate

6

18
area.

This variation;In.thickness, although in part due to

differential compaction and diabasic Intrusions, appears to
be due largely to irregularities in the .surface of the older
PreCambrian basement.

,

„ Barnes conglomerate. „ The Barnes conglomerate is composed
of well rounded quartz and quartzite pebbles and cobbles in
a dark-reddish, arkosic matrix, and forms a ,distinctive
lithologic unit which is easily recognized wherever it crops
out*

The Barnes overlies the Pioneer shale in apparent

conformity■

However, the Barnes ranges in-thickness from;

about 50 feet to a vanishing point over thousands:of feet
along the strike, implying deposition on mild irregularities
of the pre-Barnes surface which, although largely due to V
differential compaction,
Barnes erosion.

in part may be due to moderate pre-

As with the Scanlan, the thickness of out

crop of the Barnes is exaggerated on plates 1, 2, and 3 to
show the areal distribution of the formation.
Dripping Spring quartzite.

The arkosic Dripping Spring

quartzite conformably overlies the Barnes conglomerate.
this region it is always fine-grained.

In

It is thick-bedded

but striping due to alternating light and dark bands of buff,
yellow, pink, dull-red, maroon, and/or brown give the appear
ance of thin-bedding.

It has a maximum thickness of about

7SO feet, but is cut by many faults and commonly Intruded by
diabase and diorite, particularly along the eastern slopes
of the eastern range.

19
;

The Pioneer, Barnes> and Dripping Spring generally crop

out together and they form the crests and steep slopes of
the western range,.the steep.eastern slopes and hogbacks of
the:eastern range, the eastern half of the Cedar Mountains,
sec, 2$, T. 6 S,, R. ll|_ E., Wihkelman quadrangle (PI. 2),
and the steep hills around the northern nose of the eastern
range, secs, 11, 12, 13, and 1^, T. 5 S., R. 1I4. E., Ray
quadrangle (PI. 3).
Mescal limestone.

The Mescal limestone is a buff to

brown, thin-bedded limestone containing thin irregular layers
of chert which generally weather to dark gray or black and
stand out upon weathered surfaces to give the formation a
characteristically gnarled, rough appearance.

The Mescal

limestone conformably overlies the Dripping Spring quartzite
except where isolated by faulting or diabase intrusions.
The thickness of outcrop of the Mescal is at maximum about
2^0 feet, but it varies considerably due not only to faulting
and intrusions of diabase but also to pre-Troy erosion of
its upper surface, an unconformity first noted and described
by Darton (192^, p. 37).

Mescal outcrops in contact with

Dripping Spring quartzite are exposed along the length of
the western range,

in the thrust blocks along Hackberry Wash,

secs. 7 and 20, T. $ S., R. ll(. E,

(PI, 1), along the ridges

in the SE^r, see. 19, T, 5 S., R. 1$ E,

(PI. 2), and south

ward through the center of sec. 8 into sec. 17, T. 6 S.,
R, 15 E.

(PI, 2),

Outcrops almost isolated in diabase are
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exposed in the most northerly hills of the eastern range,
secs. 11, 12, 13, and lij., T. 5 S., R. ,]4 E* (PI. 3), and in
t h e .SEir, sec. 2ij., T. 5 S., R. 1^ E.

(PI. 2) .

Elsewhere-

along- the eastern range the Mescal has been removed by
erosion, obliterated by intrusions of diabase,

or concealed

by Gila conglomerate or Recent alluvium.
Cambrian Troy Quartzite
Troy quartzite overlies Mescal limestone in apparent
conformity, but the existence of an unconformity is indi
cated by erosional irregularities in the surface of the
Mescal and by the presence of a thin, pebbly basal con
glomerate*

Characteristic Troy is composed of cross-bedded,

coarse to granular quartzite, but it does contain many beds
of fine-grained quartzite.

On fresh surfaces the Troy is

almost white, but weathered surfaces may be buff, yellow,
rusty, or purple due to iron stain.

Along the eastern slopes

of the western range the steeply dipping Troy is exposed
across a

width of outcrop of about 900 feet, but its prov

able thickness is only about 500 feet.

Here, two zones of

brecciation, parallel to each other and the strike of the
Troy, appear- to represent normal faults which have brought
about repetition of Troy strata.

The Troy crops out strati-

graphically above the Mescal wherever the latter is exposed,
except in secs. 8 and 17, T.-6 S., R. l£ E. (PI. 2).

'

.
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Devonian Martin Limestone
: Yellowish to buff,

thin-bedded Martin limestone con

taining a basal bed of calcareous grit overlies the Troy
quartzite in apparent conformity.

The unconformity between

Martin and Troy, although proven elsewhere,
manifest in this area.

is not readily

The approximate 250-foot thickness

of the Martin is relatively constant throughout all out
crops of Martin in this area.

Martin limestone is exposed

along the eastern slopes of the central portion of the
western range and may or may not be included in the brecciated
undifferentiated Paleozoic limestones in the thrust blocks
along Hackberry Wash.

-

Mississippian Escabrosa Limestone
Escabrosa limestone overlies Martin limestone in ap
parent conformity along the eastern flanks of the western
range where its outcrops are conspicuous as small hogbacks.
The Escabrosa is a light gray to white, medium- to thickbedded, highly calcareous limestone which weathers to a
characteristic "milky-blue" color.

The total thickness of

Escabrosa limestone is not exposed in the area.

The upper

beds appear to be concealed by Tertiary gravels which overlie the Escabrosa with angular unconformity.

The maximum

exposed thickness of Escabrosa is about lj.00 feet which in
dicates that the total thickness is something over h.00 feet.
The breccia fragments of undifferentiated Paleozoic limestones
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in the thrust plates along Hackberry W a s h appear to be

.

composed mainly of Escabrosa.

Pennsylvanian Naco Limestone
No outcrops of Naco limestone are identifiable in the
area, but Naco may be present in the brecciated undifferentiated Paleozoic limestones in the thrusts along Hackberry
Wash.

Furthermore,

Escabrosa,

it seems likely that Naco overlying

if not removed by faulting or erosion, may be

concealed under the Tertiary and later conglomerates and
alluvium along the eastern slopes of both ranges.
Permian Snyder Hill (?) Limestone
Limestone exposed in an allochthonous block in the NW^-,
sec, 26, T. £ S», R. l4 E«, Crozier Peak quadrangle (PI. 1),
was tentatively identified as Snyder Hill (?) limestone.
The identification is based on distinctive lithology and
receives some stratigraphic support from the presence of
overlying Cretaceous (?) volcanic fragmentals.

The lime

stone is composed of distinctive dark gray to almost black,
very dense,

thick-bedded, highly carbonaceous limestone

overlain by light gray, thin-bedded.limestone containing
thin irregular bands of chert.

Both the writer and,

later, Benedict noted a marked lithologic similarity between
these beds and analogous beds observed in outcrops of Snyder
Hill limestone in the Empire and Santa Rita Mountains near
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Tucson, Arizona.

Fossils are present in the dark limestone,

but attempts to remove specimens from the dense limestone •
resulted in the complete shattering of the fossils.. The
writer believes that a visit by a competent paleontologist
to this, outcrop of limestone -would result in a positive
identification.
The lower portions of the limestone have been meta
morphosed to marble, presumably by the intrusion of an en- •compassing diorite dike.

In fact it appears likely, as is

explained in detail under Laramide Structures (p; ^8),

that

this block sank for considerable distance into the diorite.
Another small outcrop of Snyder Hill (?) limestone is
exposed in the same block about 2000 feet east and-800 feet
north of the southwest corner of sec. '26, T. 5 S., R, llj. E.
Paleozoic Limestones, Undifferentiated
Re-cemented, highly brecciated limestones are present
in the thrust blocks along Hackberry Wash,

secs. 17, 20, 21,

and 28, T. 5 S», R. llj. E e, Crozier Peak quadrangle (PI. 1).
Fragmentary fossils of corals,

crinoids, and gastropods or

brachiopods were found but were so broken and deformed as to
be of little use for age determinations.

The "milky-blue"

color of many of the fragments indicates the presence of
Escabrosa limestone, but probably Martin and Naco and pos
sibly Snyder Hill (?) limestones may also be present.

2k

Miocene (?) "Cloudburst" Conglomerate
Unconformably overlying Paleozoic limestone in sec. 30
and exposed beneath the thrusts in sec. 20, T» £ S«, R. llj.
Ee, Crozier Peak quadrangle,(PI. 1), and cropping out through
alluvium in secs, 6 and 7> T. 6 S., R. 16 E», Winkelman
quadrangle (PI. 2), are interbedded andesite flows and
"Cloudburst" conglomerate very similar to that near San
Manuel as described by Benedict (1953, p. 3) to which he and
Steele have ascribed a probable Miocene age.

"Cloudburst"

is a field designation that has been applied to a postLaramide but pre-Gila, well indurated, coarse conglomerate
of which the correlation or age relationship with Whitetail
conglomerate has not been determined.

Near San Manuel,

Steele (oral communication with Benedict) found, rhyolite
dikes cutting the "Cloudburst" and in places rhyolite flows
extruded from these dikes separate the "Cloudburst" and Gila
conglomerates.

In other places Steele found an angular

unconformity separating the two conglomerates.

In this area

the "Cloudburst" appears to be nearly conformable to the
overlying Gila conglomerate.

The maximum thickness of inter

bedded andesite and "Cloudburst" conglomerate exposed is
about 1000 feet.
An outcrop of greenish gray, firmly indurated con
glomerate (PI. 7B, p. 25), along a stream bed in the NE?,
sec. 28, T. 5 S,, R. lij. E., Crozier Peak quadrangle (PI. 1),
because of its lithologic similarity to the "Cloudburst"
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V

A.

”C loudburst14 c on^lonerat e
a Ion,; the upper end of
Jin Thomas Wash*

“Cloudburst" (?) conglom
erate eK;x>sed in a stream
bed just west of Indian
Canp Wash*

Slic hens ides on ovc'■thrust
block of undifferentiated
Paleozoic limestone alonr
Hackborry Wash.
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(PI. 7A, p. 2^) overlying Paleozoic limestone in sec. 30,
is believed to be 11Cloudburst" conglomerate.
burst"

This "Cloud

(?) appears to have been exposed by erosion of the

overlying Gila on the crest of a fold or on an uplifted
fault block.
A red matrix conglomerate,'lacking stratification, ap
pears to be in fault contact with the granite, diorite, and
Apache group along the northwestern slopes of the eastern
range, secs, 11, llj., 10, l 6 , and 22, T. 0 S e, R. llj. E.,
Crozier Peak and Ray quadrangles (Pis. 1 and 3)»

This

distinctive conglomerate may well be "Cloudburst" but an
identification as Gila conglomerate is favored for the fol
lowing reasons:

(1 ) except for the lack of stratification,

an increase in angularity, and possibly the reddish color,
this conglomerate is not dissimilar to the Gila,

(2) the lack

of stratification and increase in angularity may be due to
the brecciation which is so noticeable in the hanging wall
blocks of the thrusts,

(3 ) the red color may be due to

oxidation of ferruginous minerals prior to reconsolidation
of the brecciated conglomerate, and (l\.) it is not definitely
known, as of this writing,

that such a red color does not

occur in the Gila.
Partly overridden by thrusts, a distinctive red matrix
conglomerate entirely composed of poorly sorted, highly
angular fragments
along Polecat Wash,

of the underlying Pinal schist is exposed
sec. 20, T. 6 S e, R.

E», Winkelman
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quadrangle (PI. 2).

Because of their dissimilarity> to

Gila, these beds were mapped as "Cloudburst 11 conglomerate.
However, it appears likely that these beds may have been
formed in Gila time by erosion of the advancing overthrust
block, a process similar to that which formed the limestone
breccia beds in the northern Tortilla Mountains, as de
scribed by Benedict (Appendix I).
Pliocene and Pleistocene Gila Conglomerate
The Gila conglomerate is a moderately firm, although
not strongly indurated, predominantly sub-rounded con
glomerate which ranges in coarseness from fine sand to
boulders.

It is usually well stratified but the individual

beds lack persistence.

Sandstone and shale beds are common,

especially in the lower strata.

At least two tuff beds are

exposed in the upper strata in the cliffs of Gila conglom
erate along Eagle Wash,

secs. 28 and 33, T. 5 S., R. llj. E«,

Crozier Peak quadrangle (PI. 1).
Gila conglomerate overlies "Cloudburst" in apparent
conformity and older rocks on an angular unconformity in
the trough between the two ranges and along the eastern
slopes of both ranges.

Although no outcrops of Gila are

exposed along the eastern slope of the eastern range south
‘ ! .
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of Romero Wash,
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sec. 6 , T. 6 S., R, 1$ E», Winkelman quad

rangle (PI. 2), Gila may reasonably be expected to be under
the thick cover of alluvium.

The steeply dipping and

folded Gila conglomerate was beveled by erosion in post-Gila
time.
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Correlations
Comparative thicknesses of pre-Tertiary rocks in the
.1■J:r
central Tortilla Mountains,' Superior, and Globe-Ray, areas
are shown in figure 3 (p. 29).

Nearly all formations shown

•' !

vary in thickness from one area to another, but the variations
O',/ '

are not inconsistent with those which might be expected at
oo:/
>i

the distances involved.

The Apache group, because of its distinctive and easily
recognizable formations,

can be traced from Ransome* s Globe- ;
n.

Ray area into, the central Tortilla Mountains,

Ran some

(1919* PP« 4-9-51) ascribed a Cambrian age to -the Apache and
• * •’

•

—! '

-- I • v

1

• ;

■•‘T

>

.

. • .

•_ •

0 ,

correlated, it with the Ton to series of the Grand Canyon and
(1916, p 0 -164-) with the Ab'rigo formation at BisbeeV

Barton

(1925, p« 36) holds the Apache to be of younger Precambrian
age and correlates the Mescal limestone with the Bass lime
stone of the Unkar group of the Grand Canyon series,
Stoyanow (1936, p. 4-73) agrees with a younger Pre cambrian age

\
:
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CENTRAL
T O R T I L L A MTS.

SUPERIOR

Cretaceous (?)
volcanic frogmentals

GLOBE-RAY

andesite breccia

Permian Snyder Hill (?)
limestone 1 0 0 4 ft

Naco limestone
1 2 0 0 + ft .

covered, i f present

Mississippian

Carboniferous

Escobrosa limestone

Escobrosa limestone

4 2 0 ft.

4 0 0 + ft.

Devonian
Martin limestone

Martin limestone
2 5 0 ft.

Tornado limestone
1 0 0 0 ft.

3 4 0 ft.
Cambrian
Troy quartzite

Troy quartzite
Martin limestone
5 0 0 ft.

4 2 5 ft.
M escal limestone

M escal limestone

2 2 5 ft.

3 2 5 ft.

Troy quartzite

2 4 0 ft.
4 0 0 ft.

Dripping Spring

Dripping S pring

q u a rtzite

offer Short,

c/, (194 3)

2 2 5 ft.

q u a r tz ite
7 5 0 ft .

8 2 0 ft.

Barium—eg.-----15 f
Pioneer shale
2 3 0 ft.
-Scan fan -rg— O-15 ft
Older Precambrian
Pinal schist 8 granite

M escal limestone

-

\^&arjies~. cgrrD-SQAA.z
Pioneer shale
2 0 0 ft .
~Sr.an fan— gg
0-3 ft—
Pinal schist 8 granite

Dripping Spring
quartzite
4 5 0 ft.
—a a m e c - e g ---- 10 - 5 5 f f
! Pioneer shale 150 ft.
S can fan -cg — ft- Ifi f t —
Pinal schist 8 granite
after Ransome (1919)

Figure 3.- Comparison of the generalized columnar sections of
pre-Tertiary rocks in the Superior, central Tortilla
Mountains, and Globe-Ray areas.
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for the Apache but correlates the Apache with the Chuar
group of the Grand Canyon series.

McKee (1952, p . 5) be

lieves the Apache to be the equivalent of both the Chuar and
the Unkar of the Grand Canyon series.

The younger Pre-

cambrian age and Chuar-Unkar correlation for the Apache
group are now generally accepted by most geologists.
Troy quartzite, because of cross-bedding,

coarseness,

conglomeritic lenses, and stratigraphic position above the
conspicuous Apache, is readily recognized in all its out
crops arid can be traced into the area from the Globe-Ray
area,

Bansdme (1919, p. 31 ) considered the Troy to be the

upper formation of the Apache group and to be of Upper
Cambrian age.

Barton (1925, P« 36) found definite evidence

of great overlap of the Troy indicating a long interval be
tween the deposition of the Troy and that of the Apache.
Stoyahow (1936, pp. li.74-8o) determined that the Troy is of
Middle Cambrian age and the equivalent of the Bolsa quartzite
at Bisbee.
The identification of Devonian Martin limestone and
Mississippian Escabrosa limestone in the area was determined
on the basis of stratigraphic position and lithologic sim
ilarities to the same formations in the nearby Globe-Ray and
Superior areas.

Ransome (1919, P« 46) correlates Upper

Devonian fossils in the Martin of the Globe-Ray area with
those of the Martin at Bisbee and those of the Devonian part
of the Ouray limestone of Colorado.

Short, et al,

(1943,
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pp. 26-9) divide the Martin limestone of Superior into:
three members and, on faunal evidence,

correlates the upper

member with the Lower Ouray formation of Colorado,

the •

middle member with the M a r t i n e t Bisbee and the Hackberry
shale of Iowa, and the lower member,with the Cedar Valley
limestone of Iowa,
Ran some (1919» p. I}.?) found both Mis sis sippian. and

,

Pennsylvanian fauna in the Tornado limestone.but made no
attempt to subdivide the formation.

Short,

et a l . (19^3,

pp, 29-32) divide Ransome’s Tornado into Escabrosa limestone,
which contains Upper.Mississippian fauna equivalent to those
in the Escabrosa at Bisbee,

and Naco limestone, which con

tains Lower Pennsylvanian fauna equivalent to those in the
Naco in other regions of southeastern Arizona,

The Escabrosa

limestone is commonly considered to be the equivalent of the
Redwall limestone of northern Arizona, but Stqyanow (1936,
p, 505) holds that an overlap exists in that the Redwall
began somewhat later than the Escabrosa.
In the Globe-Ray area, Ransome (1919, PP* 67 ,

7k)

found

that dacite flows occurred during the period of time between
deposition of Whitetail conglomerate and that of the younger
Gila conglomerate,

Benedict (1953, P» 3) and Steele found

rhyolite flows and a

mild angular unconformity separating

the older “Cloudburst” and younger Gila conglomerates near
San Manuel,

However,

the age relationship between “Cloudburst"

and Whitetail conglomerates has not been established nor, so
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far as the writer has been able to ascertain, has any ap
preciable effort been made to do so;
The Gila conglomerate represents accumulations under
arid conditions in enclosed or partly enclosed valleys*
Gidley (1922, pp. 120-1) examined fossils found in Gila
conglomerate in the Winkelman quadrangle and determined them
as of probable late Pliocene age*

Peterson (1938, p. 15)

quotes Kirk Bryan as considering the Gila conglomerate of
the Winkelman quadrangle to be the equivalent of that in
the Ray and Christmas quadrangles.

However,

correlations

between conglomerates deposited in separated intermontane
basins are not clearly established.

■ Igneous ;Rocks " i ,
The original aim of this investigation was to determine
the areal distribution of rocks, the 1 geological structures,
the types and ages of mineralization,

and the control of

mineralization exercised by the structures,
by]projecting structures and mineralization,

and ultimately,
to locate areas

where ore deposits predictable by geophysical means might
be concealed beneath post-mineralization cover.

As it was

believed that petrologic classifications of igneous rocks in
the field were adequate to serve this purpose, no laboratory
verifications of the field classifications were made.
Diorite and andesite are commonly porphyritic and, as
mapped,

include the porphyries.

Diorite and andesite
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porphyries quite.: commonly grade one into the other, in which
case classification was based on occurrence,

extrusives

being called andesite and intrusives diorite.

Older Precambrian Granite
Hargraves (1953# P» 5) identified

.and described four

types of granite occurring in the northern Tortilla Mountains:
(1 ) coarse-grained biotite granite with conspicuous feldspar
phenocrysts,

(2 ) medium-grained, relatively equigranular

biotite granite with rare feldspar phenocrysts,

(3 ) fine

grained granite with little ferromagnesians and conspicuous
quartz blebs, and (I4.) fine-grained equigranular leucocratic
granite*

All four types are in this area but the only

abundant one is the coarse-grained biotite granite with
conspicuous feldspar phenocrysts, which locally ranges in color from reddish .through flesh to light gray*

The types

of.granite appear to represent irregularly changing facies
due to chill zones,

contact zones, re-crystallization,

4

palingenesis, and/or other geological factors rather than to
represent different intrusions of granite.

-

Small irregular dikes of pegmatites, aplites, and
lamprophyres are common in the granite.

That they are not

in the Pinal, schist is of little significance because they
are also, notably absent in the granite near the Pinal contact.
Because neither the varieties of the granite nor the presence
of the generally small dikes have any recognized effect upon

the;economic geology of the area, no attempt was made to
differentiate the varieties of granite or to indicate t h e dikes in the mapping,

':

• -

Just north of the pipeline road, sec. 15>, T. 6 S. ,
R e llf E*, Crozier

Peak quadrangle (PI, 1), a vein of impure

siderite, 2 to 6 feet wide and about 300 feet long,
out.

crops

Directly across the pipeline road from the siderite

vein an irregular mass of impure calcite, about 200 feet in
diameter,

is exposed.

As both are in granite, no better age

determination than post-granite appeared feasible.

Cambrian (?) and baramide Diabase
Extensive diabase d i k e s .and .sills intrude the Troy. ’
quartzite, ;Apache group, and older rocks.

No association of

diabase with rocks younger than Troy was found in the central
Tortilla Mountains.

However,

a few miles to the

north

Hargraves (1953, p. 6 ) found Cretaceous (?) conglomerate to
both contain diabase pebbles and be intruded by diabase.
Farther north Ransome (1919, p. 56) found diabase of two
ages, a Cambrian (?) diabase that is post-Troy but preMartin and an early Laramide diabase intruding late Paleozoic
limestones.

Throughout the central Tortilla Mountains alter

ation is widespread in the diabase and definite distinguish
ing features between the two ages of diabase were not per
ceived.

Distinct textural differences do exist but the

diabase with the coarser texture is also most altered, which
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suggests that the textural differences are more; likely due
to degree of alteration than to age of intrusion*

No evi-

,

dence was found on which to base an assumption of relation
ship between age of intrusion and degree of alteration.

Cretaceous

(?) Volcanic Fragmentals

Overlying Snyder Hill (?) limestone in an isolated block
centered near the mutual corners of secs. 22 , 23 , 26 , and 27 ,
T, 5 S», R. 14 E,, Crozier Peak quadrangle (PI. l), are
volcanic fragmentals intimately intruded by diorite.

The

fragmentals are andesitic but are considerably altered by
the intruding diorite*

Because of the stratigraphic position

above upper Paleozoic limestone and the andesitic composition,
the volcanic fragmentals are tentatively correlated with the
Cretaceous (?) andesite tuff and breccia described by
Ransome (1919, p. £6) in the Ray quadrangle *
Laramide and Post-Laramide Igneous Rocks

,

There is little, if any, evidence of a Laramide age of
diabase because of the paucity of outcrops of post-Cambrian
Paleozoic and Mesozoic rocks in the area.

Hargraves

(1953,

p. 6 ) and Ransome (1919, p. £6) consider the diabase in
nearby areas to be predominantly of Laramide age; however.
Barton (1925, PP* 254“5) considers the diabase to be pre
dominantly of Cambrian (?) age and holds that the diabase
intruding post-Cambrian rocks represents feeders of Tertiary
and Quaternary basalts.

Diabase is cut by andesite and
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intruded by diorite in the central portion of the .eastern
range, which indicates that the diabase,

if of Laramide age,

is the earliest of the Laramide intrusives.
Dikes and sills of diorite and diorite porphyry.are
common throughout the lengths of both ranges and in the
granite around the northern end of the eastern range*

.
The

diorite varies considerably in texture and composition from
place to place, even in a single intrusive.

This variation

is probably due to marginal chilling, recurrent intrusion,
along the same lines'.of weakness, and/or subsequent alteration
by hydrothermal solutions.

Locally the diorite contains dis

seminated pyrite which in a few places runs as high as two
percent, but little, if any, other metallization appears to
be present except along faults and shears.
Monzonitic intrusives are rare.
the Old Florence Road,

A small outcrop along

sec. 1, T. b S., R, llj. E . , and a dike

striking northeastward across the SE^, sec. 20, T, 6 S . , R .
l£ EV, Winkelman quadrangle (PI. 2), are monzbnite porphyry,
with large feldspar phenocrysts in a medium-dark, glassy ap
pearing groundmass.

The age of the monzonite porphyry is

uncertain and may even be Precambrian, but the emplacement
of the one dike along side of a diorite dike and the fact
that monzonitic dikes of the general region are Laramide
indicates that’ these dikes are probably also of Laramide age.
Andesite and andesite porphyry occur as narrow dikes
throughout the granite, apparently, intruding along fractures.
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and as sills, generally adjacent to diabase sills,
Apache group along the eastern range.

Because the andesite

dikes are usually but 2 to 6 feet wide,
mapping,

in the

the few shown in

secs. 2lj. and 25, T. 5 S»> R, l\± E., Winkelman ' -

quadrangle

(PI; 2), are exaggerated in width in order to

indicate the pattern they follow.

Small irregular outcrops

of andesite porphyry, possibly representing feeder pipes of
late andesite flows, are exposed on the ridges north of
Crozier Peak,

Andesite flows are interbedded with "Cloud

burst" conglomerate in secs. 20 and 30, T, 5 S,, R. lip E , ,
Crozier Peak quadrangle

(PI, 1), and secs. 6 and 7, T. 6 S, ,

R, 16 E , , Winkelman quadrangle (PI. 2),

Much of the ande

site is believed to be of late Laramide age, but some of the
dikes and all of the flows are certainly Tertiary and prob
ably Miocene in age*
Rhyolite, although not common, appears to have intruded
along east-northeasterly striking fractures in granite and
diorite.

If the rhyolite dike in sec. 27 was the upward ex

tension of the dike in s e c . 23, T* 5 S e, R. lip E., Crozier
Peak quadrangle (PI. 1), before the thrust developed, as
discussed under Post-Laramide Structures (p. 53)> then the
rhyolite is post-diorite and pre-thrust.

Two rhyolite tuff

beds in upper Gila strata where Eagle Wash crosses the north
ern line of sec, 33, T. 5 S., R. lip E., Crozier Peak quad
rangle

(PI. 1), indicates that at least some of the rhyolite

may be of Pliocene or Pleistocene age.
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Metamorphic Rocks
Alteration is common in igneous rocks throughout the
area, but contact metamorphism is rare.

The lower portions

of the Snyder Hill (?) limestone,

M i -, sec. 26 , T, 5 S.»

R. II4. E., Crozier Peak- quadrangle

(PI. 1), is metamorphosed

to marble, apparently by the intrusion of diorite and/or
rhyolite.■ The rhyolite dike intruding the Snyder Hill (?).
limestone is considerably metamorphosed and now seems to
be composed mainly of epidote and grossularite.

Regional

metamorphism is responsible for the Pinal schist. _
Older Precambrian Pinal Schist
Varying thicknesses of Pinal schist are exposed in and
along the eastern range.
schistose,

The Pinal- grades from highly

thinly banded schist, through weakly schistose,

fine-grained, sericitic quartzite,
non-sericitic quartzite.

to dark maroon, massive,

The latter appears to have resulted

from a subsequent introduction of silica that conceivably may
have been as late as Laramide.

Paucity of bedrock exposures

through the alluvium precluded attempts to map the various
facies which casually appear to intergrade irregularly.

The

facies of the Pinal schist appear to be the results of dif
ferences in both original composition and degree of metamorphism.
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Structural Geology
Definite evidence of diastrophisms in PreCambrian,
Laramide, and late Tertiary to Quaternary times, and less
conclusive indications of Nevadan orogeny are present in the
area.

Minor uplifts and regional upwarps can be inferred

from disconformities.

That younger diastrophisms appear

more intense than older ones may be due to the superposition
of the later on the earlier and the resultant obscuring of
earlier structures.

The extent to which the pre-Gila de

formations have been obscured by the Intense intra- and postGila movements is largely indeterminate,

Precambrian and Paleozoic Structures
The emplacement of the large granitic mass and the
metamorphism of earlier sediments to Pinal schist indicate
intense tectonic activity during older Precambrian time.
Pegmatite, aplite, and lamprophyre dikes in the granite imply
that considerable fracturing occurred but subsequent orogenies
have obscured much of the fracture pattern,

A northwesterly

trend of one element of the fracture pattern is indicated by
the generally northwesterly strikes of the pegmatitic and
aplitic dikes*

However,

is usually northeastward.

the schistosity of the Pinal schist
Because both schistosity and the

major structural trends are nearly always complimentary to the
forces applied, or the major component thereof,

it may b e :

presumed that the major trend of the older Precambrian

orogeny is northeastward and that the northwesterly trend,

-.

complimentary to the major trend, is probably due .to tensional fracturing.

However,:the northwesterly trends may

be the result of older pre-Pinal structures.

The occurrence

of extensive ore bodies along a northwesterly line from
Bisbee,

,

through Tombstone,’San Manuel, Ray, and Superior to

Jerome appears to infer & strong, northwesterly trend of
structures that may-well be residual from the breaking of the
original crust of the earth.
The older Precambrian rocks, appear to have been nearly
leveled by peneplanation,prior to deposition of the younger
Precambrian Apache-group.-•
i:

•:

‘

" -

The unconformities present in younger.Precambrian and

Paleozoic strata (fig. 2, p, 1I4.) indicate periods of uplift
throughout these eras, but the seemingly conformable at
titudes of all formations deposited during those eras suggest
that the uplifts were in the nature of broad upwarps unac
companied by local deformations.
Nevadan (?) Structures
At the northern end of the Tortilla Mountains Hargraves
(19S 3 , p. 9 ) found a coarse, angular Cretaceous (?) conglomerate which contains copper-bearing gossan fragments
(PI, 6B, p. 17).

This suggests some Nevadan orogeny and

mineralization within the region.

In the central Tortilla

Mountains, all evidence of Nevadan orogeny,

if ever present.

appears to be completely masked by post-Nevadan deformations.
However, a presumption that the Nevadan deformation to the
north did continue into the central Tortilla Mountains is
bolstered by two lines of reasoning which are not subject to
rigid proof.

First, the Precambrian basement was extensively

exposed prior to the deposition of Gila conglomerate, and
the denudation of the considerable thicknesses of erosionresistant Paleozoic and

younger Precambrian rocks suggests

an uplift that was at latest Laramide.in age and may have
started in Nevadan time.

Second,

certain northerly trending

faults may be conjectured to be pre-Laramide, therefore
Nevadan because there is no record of a pre-Nevadan deform
ation of sufficient intensity to fracture Paleozoic and
younger Precambrian strata.

The fault pattern in the western

range consists of both northerly "and easterly trends. ; A
number of these faults show indications of renewed movement
during post-Laramide deformation but their association with
diorite, which crosses some faults without displacement and
which intrudes along other faults, indicates that most of
the faults are of Laramide age.

The easterly striking faults,

being complimentary to the axes of folding therefore nearly
parallel to the directions of the main compressive forces,
are probably tensional, or extensional, faults.

Then the

northerly trending normal faults would be "release" faults,
those

which follow the release of compressional forces and

are parallel to the axes of folding therefore complimentary

to the directions from which the compressive forces, or '
major components thereof, were applied.

Nevin (19h-9 , p. 102 )

states that this type of fault is a late adjustment and dis
places all previous folding and faulting.

In the western -

range along the eastern boundary of secs. 13, 2I4., and 25 ,
T. 5 S., R. 13 E e, Crozier Peak quadrangle

(PI. 1), two

northerly trending, high-angle faults in the Troy quartzite
,
.■ ; .
' :
: ' io; '
' .
■
strike nearly parallel, to each other and the strike of the
Troy*

These two faults are noticeably offset by easterly

striking Laramide tensional faults.

This offset could be

due to renewed movement along the tensional faults during
post-Laramide deformation, but two of the easterly striking
faults,

(1 ) 300 feet north and (2 ) 3500 feet north of the

south boundary of sec. 2li, do not displace a Laramide diorite
dike but do displace the northerly trending faults,

thus

indicate that the offset of the northerly trending faults
on the easterly striking faults is due to the younger age of
the latter and not to renewed movement.

The northerly trend

ing faults, if "release" faults as conjectured, would then
be pre-Laramide and ostensibly Nevadan.
In places the more westerly of the two Nevadan (?)
faults contains a specular hemetitic and manganiferous
mineralization dissimilar to the mineralization of known
Laramide age.

Specularite in pebbles in the Cretaceous

(?)

conglomerate in the northern Tortilla Mountains indicates an
association of spe cularite with Nevadan mineralization.

If

this type of mineralization may be interpreted as indicative
of Nevadan mineralization,

small discontinuous, northerly

trending veins of the same mineralization in the northern
part of the eastern range provide added evidence.of Nevadan
tectonic activity.

;

Laramide Structures
The Laramide period was one of considerable tectonic
and igneous activity and undoubtedly was the time of major
mineralization throughout the area*

The northerly trending

axes of Laramide folds and the easterly strikes of Laramide
tensional faulting indicate that the major Laramide struct
ural trend is

northerly*

The lack of evidence that diabase intruded along
Laramide normal faults as did the later
suggests that

diorite and andesite

such diabase as may be of Laramide age is the

earliest of Laramide intrusives.

Most of the andesite dikes

and sills are believed to be of Laramide age but the andesite
flows interbedded with "Cloudburst" conglomerate and such
dikes as may have acted as feeders for the flows are certainly
post-Laramide*

The alteration and mineralization of diorite

along Laramide faults indicates a relatively late Laramide
a g e ,for the mineralization.

Folding.

.

Laramide folding is largely obscured or masked

by the subsequent intense post— Laramide deformation.

However,

the angular unconformity existing between the pre-Laramide

strata and the post-Laramide "Cloudburst" or Glia conglom
erates and the variations

In the angle of divergence be 

tween the attitude of pre-Laramlde strata and that of the
originally low angle intra-Gila thrust indicate considerable
pre-Gila folding. ' The lack of indication of any appreciable
deformation between Laramide and Gila time strongly suggests
that such folding is the result of Laramide orogeny.
almost constant angle

The

of divergence between the attitudes

of pre-Laramide rocks and of post-Laramide conglomerates
along northerly strikes suggests that the axes of the
Laramide folds are almost coincident with the northerly
trending axes of the post-Gila folds.
Faulting.

Clear understanding of Laramide faulting is

made difficult by the superposition of later faulting, during
post-Laramide orogeny.

Extensive intra-Gila thrusts, so

intensely folded as to now have attitudes resembling those
of normal faults (PI. 70, p. 2^), post-Gila normal faults
of attitudes nearly identical to those of Laramide faults,
and post-Laramide renewed movements

along the Laramide

faults complicate the pattern of Laramide faulting.
No traces of Laramide thrusts were observed unless
missing blocks of Apache, mostly Mescal limestone and in
variably associated with a n occurrence of diabase, may be
construed to be due to dislocation of the missing Apache by
low angle Laramide thrusts which were later intruded by the

diabase.

However,

lacking other criteria of thrusting,

stoping by diabase sills appears to be a more likely ex
planation for the missing Apache,
The period of dioritic intrusions appears to have been
in part preceded and in part followed by intense tensional
faulting with easterly strikes.

T h e s e normal faults generally

have steep southerly dips so that the down-dropped southerly
blocks appear displaced to the west in the steep,

easterly

dipping formations of the eastern range and to the east in
the westerly dipping overturned strata of the western range.
In places, most noticeable in the western range,.diorite
infcrusives cross these faults v/ithout displacement indicating
that the faulting preceded the intrusions.
most noticeable in the eastern range,

In other places,

diorite is displaced

or sheared along these faults indicating that the faults, or
renewed movement along them, were later than the intrusives.
The parallelism between the easterly trends of most of the
diorite dikes and those of the tensional faults suggests
that the diorite may have intruded along planes of weakness
provided by the tensional faults and shears.

However,

some

faults cross and shear the diorite and, in such cases, both
faults and shears are often mineralized,

thus indicating a

post-diorite but pre-mineralization age for at least a
renewal of movement along the faults, and possibly for the
faults themselves.

Northerly striking normal faults are not as common as
are those with easterly strikes nor are their ages,
rarely,

clearly determinate*

except

Some of the faults which appear

to be northerly striking normal faults are probably originally
low angle imbricate faults of the intra-Gila thrusts which
have been so folded as to now have attitudes approximating
those of normal faults*

Some of the normal faults have

been conjectured as being of Nevadan age,

the balance may be

either Laramide or post-Gila in age, or both.

The age of

only those post-Gila normal faults which extend into postLaramide sediments or displace the

trace of known post-

Laramide faults is readily determinate.
mineralization,

The lack of

except that suspected of being Nevadan,

along these faults indicates that such faults w h i c h may be
Laramide are of a late post-mineralization age*
Structures of special interest.

An allochthonous

(not

in situ) block of Snyder Hill (?) limestone and overlying
Cretaceous (?) volcanic fragmentals,

its method of emplace

ment, and the strong structural trend shown by an encompas
sing diorite dike are of special interest in understanding
the structural geology of the area.
The allochthonous block,
intruded by diorite,

encompassed and intimately

is surrounded by PreCambrian granite;

in secs. 22, 23, 26, and 27, T. f? S., R„ lij. E«, Crozier
Peak quadrangle (PI* 1 ).

The Apache rocks a mile to the
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north on the mutual boundary of secs. 'll}, and 1$ are believed
to be significant in understanding the occurrence of the
Permian-Cretaceous (?) block at an older Precambrian horizon.
Of similar significance may be two small outcrops of Barnes
conglomerate,

each less than 100 square feet in area and

not

shown on the map, in the small outcrop of diorite 2200 feet
south of the northeast corner of sec. 23 «
The relationship of the stratigraphically higher PermianCretaceous horizon to the Apache rocks in secs. ll}. and 15>
indicates a vertical displacement, of at-least 1}.000 feet would
be required to emplace the migrant block in an older Pre
cambrian horizon,

Since the vertical"distance is the minimum

distance between the two horizons, emplacement by thrusting
would require a displacement of such magnitude that further
evidence should be apparent in the area.

The lack of such

evidence of Laramide thrusts strongly suggests that emplace
ment was by some other means.

The narrow width of the block

as compared to its displacement precludes serious considera
tion of simple post-diorite graben faulting.
Two theories to-explain the emplacement of this alloch
thonous block are shown on plate L*

(1) A branching fault

(PI. 5A, B, and C) formed a wedge-shaped block which, as the
intruding diorite forced the fault walls apart, sank in the
magma.

(2) Intruding dioritic magma,

stoping its way upward

probably, but not necessarily, on fault or shear zones, stoped
out a large block which sank in the magma

(PI. 5D).

In either

case there may or may not have been some lateral migration
of the block.

The previously mentioned small outcrops of

Barnes in diorite occur I n .the footwall of the northerly
striking, westerly dipping faults which bounds both the
Apache in secs. 1I4. and 1$ and the Permian-Cretaceous
on the east.

(?) block

This fault is believed to be the footwall

branch, possibly offset vertically by a superposed normal
fault, of the intra-Gila thrust faults.
this branch fault

The movement bn

is thought to be of the order of one mile

down, to the west in its present folded attitude.

Thus the

small blocks of Barnes would be about 3000 feet lower in
the.diorite than the Permian-Cretaceous (?) block —

a

distance which approximates their stratigraphic separation.
If the diorite encompassing the Barnes

is considered as a

down-hanging lobe of a larger dioritic mass which previously
occurred at higher elevations and of which the diorite in
truding the Permian-Cretaceous

(?) block was part, then the

Barnes could be either the bottommost tip of the block con
taining the Permian-Cretaceous rocks or part of some similar
migrant block which sank about the same distance into the
diorite.

The diorite shows a sufficient lack of homogeneity

to suggest assimilation into its magma of the sediments in
volved, ranging from quartzite to limestone.
The diorite dike which encompasses the Permian-Cretaceous
(?) block marks what appears to be a prominent easterly
trending Baramide structure.

This dike is traceable from the

fbotwall of the footwall branch of the thrusts westward with
little or no lateral displacement into the hangingwall,
thence westward into the hangingwall of the hangingwall branch
of

the thrust with about 1000 feet displacement to the south

where it is exposed in the SE^-, sec. 28, T. 5 S., R. llj. E.,
Crozier Peak quadrangle (PI. 1).

The dike is cut off to the

west against Gila by a post-Gila normal fault in the center
of sec. 28.

Westward across the trough of Gila in the NW-^,

s e c . 31 , diorite is exposed in association with dislocated
and rotated blocks of:Apache'and Troy.

The occurrence of

diorite and lack of deformation in the Gila indicate that ,
this may be a continuation of the same diorite dike and
r'

Laramide structure that was cut off against the normal fault
in sec. 28.

In this event it appears likely that the dis

located and

rotated blocks of Apache and Troy were..emplaced

in the same manner as was the Permian-Cretaceous

(?) block.

Eastward into the Winkelman quadrangle this prominent Laramide
structural feature appears to have been either diverted in
Laramide time or, if ever present, obscured by post-Laramide
deformation.

■

Post-Laramide Structures

Extensive low angle thrusts of considerable magnitudes
were formed in intra-Gila time and, together with the Gila
conglomerate and older rocks, were intensely folded along
northerly trending axes by post-Gila diastrophism.

Easterly

$0
tilting of large blocks along post-folding, high angle,
normal faults of northerly strikes and westerly dips further
steepened the attitudes of the strata and thrusts.

A high

in the axes of folding is shown near the center of the area
by the northerly plunge of folding

in the

northern part of

the area and the southerly plunge in the southern part.
Post-Gila erosion was severe and resulted in the removal
of much material from the anticlinal folds and in the bevel
ing of the Gila along the eastern slopes of both ran g e s .
Erosion of the anticlinal folds has exposed an outcrop and
structural pattern that resembles a rough, reversed "N" with
the western range representing the left leg and the eastern
range the right leg of the reversed WN."

Since this pattern

has resulted from the erosion of northerly plunging folds
which include thrusts involving Gila conglomerate in both
overthrust and underlying blocks,

there can be little doubt

that the N-shaped -structural pattern is predominantly the
result

of post-Laramide,

deformation.

therefore post-mineralization,

The intensity of the intra- and post-Gila

deformation makes it extremely difficult,

if not impossible,

to determine whether or not the present structural pattern
reflects an earlier Laramide pattern and,

if so, how much of

the Laramide structure is residual in the present structure.
Comparatively recent lowering of the base level, either
by regional upwarp or by downcutting of the Gila River, has

incised an intricate drainage pattern in the beveled Gila
and its mantle of alluvium.
Thrust faulting.

Extensive thrusts were formed in intra-

Gila time but it is not evident whether these thrusts repre■
"■
sent.two or more separate faults or a single fault with branches
...

or imbrications.

.

Movement of the order of about two miles to

the west or west-southwest is shown by the displacements of
younger Precambrian and Paleozoic strata accomplished by the
thrusts (PI. ij.).

Thrusts extending through the northern

Tortilla Mountains as mapped by Hargraves

(1953# Pl» K-l)

are northern extensions of these same thrusts,

and those

described by Benedict (oral communication) in the San Manuel
area are believed to be their southern extensions.
Exposures of the thrust faults in either the central
or the northern Tortilla Mountains show very little deformation
in the footwall block (PI. 8 , p. 52), whereas the hangingwall
block is either fractured (PI* 8A) or brecciated (PI. 8B).
In a drift along Hackberry Wash just north of the northern
boundary of Crozier Peak quadrangle, an exposed thrust
fault (PI. 8B, p. 52) shows very little gouge and practically
no deformation of the Gila conglomerate in the footwall be
yond a few inches from the fault, but does show intense brecciation of the Martin (?) limestone in the hangingwall*

The

brecciated hangingwalls and relatively undisturbed footwalls
of the thrust faults indicate that movement along the faults
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A.- Hiciily fractured Bs cab rasa
limestone (Ce ) overtlirust
on almost undisturbed Gila
conglomerate (T ) in the
northern Tortillo Ib u n t a i n s •
Looking easterly.

Be- Thrust fault exposed in a
prospect drift in Hackberry
W a s h about one mile north
of the area covered in this
p a p e r . Hanging;Jail of
Martin (?) limestone (Dq )
is intensely b r c c d a t e d
but the footvjall of Gila
conglomerate (Tr) io rela
tively undisturbod vrLthin
a fet-/ inches of the f a u l t .

Plate

8
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consisted of westward overthrusting on nearly stationary
footwalls.

.-

...

The structure of the northern part of the eastern range
is extremely complicated.

Intense folding and later tilting

has overturned the thrust planes along the, eastern flank of
the range,

thus, as shorn in section A-B-C, plate

giving.

the thrust faults attitudes"and indicated directions of
movement approximating those expected of normal faults.

It

appears nearly impossible to determine how much of the

.

repetition of Apache throughout this area ;is due to folded
imbricate thrusts and how much is due to post-folding normal
faults*

At the northern end of the range erosion has ex

posed a thrust curving around the nose of the plunging anti
cline which forms the eastern range.

Little,

if any, gouge

shows along the thrust fault, but the customary stratifaction
of the Gila conglomerate in the overriding block has been
obliterated for a considerable distance above the fault.
The older rocks of the underlying block are intruded by
diabase, folded, and intensely faulted

on such a small

scale as to require a certain amount of generalization in
mapping at the scale used.
Around the western limb of this anticline which forms
the eastern range, folding has again given the thrust faults
the attitudes and appearances of normal faults;

The similarity

of ,the Y-shaped rhyolite dike in secs. 26 and 2? to that in
secs. 23 and 21)., T. $ 3., R. 1I4. E., Crozier Peak quadrangle

(PI. 1), suggests that the block containing

the former was

thrust westerly from above the block containing the latter.
The trace of this,footwall branch of the thrusts is believed
to be concealed or obscured by a superposed normal fault as
shown in section A-B-C, plate if.

No definite evidence of

this normal fau l t ,was observed, but superposed normal fault
ing appears to be a more likely explanation for the changing
dip, inconsistent with the folding, and the lack of parallel
ism with the hangingwall branch, a parallelism apparent in
nearly all other exposures of the thrusts,

than does a

singular deviation of the footwall branch.
The fault forming the southern contact of the diorite
in the SW^, sec* 28, T, 5 S*, R. lif E., has a steep northerly
dip and may or may not represent a curving of the upper or
hangingwall branch of the thrusts.
Southward along the eastern range only one thrust is
apparent which indicates that either the two branches have
merged or the upper branch has extended out into the Gila
conglomerate and alluvium where its surface expressions are
masked.
The Apache rocks exposed in the Cedar Mountains,

sec.

25>, T* 6 S e, R« llf E . , Winkelman quadrangle (PI, 2), appear
to represent a remnant of an over thrusting block of which
the folded thrust plane forms a structural basin (Sec* G-H,
PI. If)*

This remnant of the overthrust is cut by many faults

of which some are imbricates of the thrust fault and some arc

late normal faults, but most appear to represent fracturing
during thrusting which was accompanied by some rotation of
the broken blocks. '
Definite field evidence is lacking but the outcrops
of Apache and

Troy rocks east of Tecolote Ranch,

sec.,12,

T. 6 S e,'Re 13 E., Crozier Peak quadrangle (PI. 1), appear
to represent either (1) the plate between the two branches
of the thrust with the hangingwall branch curving up through
the granite and Gila conglomerate to the north of the out
crops, or (2) the block above both thrust branches which may
or may not have merged and which would then be in the granite
somewhere to the west and southwest of the outcrops (Sec.
D-E-F, PI. ^).
Folding.

Intense folding which probably started during

the late stage of thrusting, but which certainly continued
after the thrusting had ceased, formed a series of northerly
trending anticlines and synclines as shown in sections on
plate i}..

Across the

area from east to west these folds

consist of the following:
(1) A large syncline in the low eastern slopes of the
eastern range and possibly extending across the Gila and San
Pedro Rivers.

However,

the relatively flat dip of the inter-

bedded andesite flows and "Cloudburst" conglomerate in secs.
6 and 7# T. 6 S., R. lo E., Winkelman quadrangle (PI. 2),
may indicate the nearness of the axis of the syncline,
plunge of which is likely to the north.

the

'

(2) A large anticline,

the axis of which nearly coin

cides with :the crest o f :the eastern range.

This anticline

has a low northerly plunge throughout the northern twothirds' of the area, but
the Pinal

the nose of granite extending:into

schist in secs. 2I4. and 29,:T. 6 S», R. -1£ E e,

Winkelman quadrangle (PI. 2), indicates that the axis of
the anticline has reached a high and is plunging to the
south -in the *southern portion of the area.

.

(3) A synclinal trough between the two ranges which is
composed of two minor synclines and a dividing anticline,
all with low; northerly plunges.

The anticline becomes less

and less pronounced to the south as shown in sections A-B-C
and D-5-P. on plate If..

This -anticline appears to be the J

dying-out southerly expression of a much stronger structure
mapped by Hargraves (1953> PI. K-l) in.the northern Tortilla
Mountains,

In his area the plunge is southerly which in

dicates a low point in the plunge of the axis somewhere near
the north margin of the area shown on plate 1.

Gila con

glomerate lying between th e ‘two branches of the thrust on
ther-crest of this anticline,

one branch 2 miles and the

'

other 2|- miles east of point A (Sec. A-B-C, PI. Ij.), appears
to have been -deposited in a manner similar to that of the
breccia beds described by Benedict and Hargraves (Appendix
I).

The"Gila conglomerate here differs from that nearby in

that it contains subangular pebbles and cobbles consisting
almost entirely of rock analogous to that which makes up the
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overthrusting block,

indicating a derivation from erosion of

the advancing overthrust block where,it broke through.the.
then-existing surface.
(^) Although not

-

.

apparent in the granite,

it is reason

able to expect another anticline to have its axis in the
granite somewhere to the west of the crest of the western
range.
The Apache and Troy rocks exposed in the hills east of
Tecolote Ranch are .in a faulted synclinal structure as shown
in section D-E-F, plate 4 .

The offset of these outcrops to

the east from those in the western range to the north and
the distorted attitudes of the Mescal and Troy in the
sec. 31 , T. 5 S., R. llj. E., indicate a zone of deformation
separating the two exposures.

Wash and talus have effect

ively hidden all traces of the nature of this deformation.
In the southwest corner of the Winkelman quadrangle the
S-shaped trace of the granite-schist contact is strongly
suggestive of a folded, originally flat-lying surface, and
the question presents

itself

as to whether such a surface

may not be a folded, originally low-angle fault.

Exposures

of the contact are rare and its location was determined
:largely by juxtaposed outcrops of the granite and Pinal
schist.

Exposures of the contact are vague,

brecciation and others showing little,
movement.

some showing

if any,

indication of

Mr. Meyer of the Flying TJW Ranch, one-time partner

in the abandoned Antelope Mi n e , sec. 19 , T. b S., R. 1$ E.,
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stated-that in the mine workings, even though mineraliz
ation -in the Pinal schist did not extend into the granite,
the contact between the two did not appear to be a fault.
Lacking good evidence of a thrust, it seems likely that the
S-shaped trace is due to a

folded,

southerly plunging,

originally flat-lying intrusive contact as shown in section
G-H, plate Ij..

•

:: ,

Normal faulting.
two major classes:

Post-Laramide normal faults are of

(l) easterly striking tensional faults

which occurred while the compressions! forces were still
operative, and (2 ) northerly striking "release" faults which
occurred as readjustments after the compressions! forces had
relaxed.

Neither type of post-Laramide faults can be dis

tinguished from similar older faults except where postLaramide strata or structures have been displaced along the
faults.

Even in such cases diorite intruded along the fault

or unequal displacement

between pre-Laramide strata and

post-Laramide strata or structures, which cannot be accounted
for by differences in attitudes,

indicate renewed post-Laramide

movement on earlier faults.
Many of the easterly striking tensional faults,

especial

ly in the eastern range (PI. 2), show displacement of folded
intra-Gila thrusts or of the Gila conglomerate, but in nearly
all, if not all,

cases post-Laramide renewed movement along

faults of Laramide origin is indicated.
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The age of such northerly striking faults as do not
extend into post-Laramide strata or structures is obscure,
and

no valid criteria for the age determination of such

faults was observed.

All or part may be post-Gila "release"

faults, but they may equally well-be of Laramide or even
conceivably Nevadan age.

However,

some are probably imbri

cations of the intra-Gila thrusts so folded and overturned
as to resemble normal faults.
: During the readjustment which followed the intense
folding,

large blocks were dropped and easterly, tilted along

extensive northerly to northwesterly striking normal faults
of obvious post-Gila

age.

The easterly tilting of these

blocks resulted- in a steepening of the attitudes of the
folded sediments and thrust faults along the eastern flanks
of both ranges.

These post-Gila "release" faults are gener

ally of steep westerly dips, of considerable magnitudes, and
traceable for long distances along their strikes.
such faults are evident in the area.

Three

(1) The Normal fault

presumed to be superposed on the footwall branch of the
thrust, secs, l!^, 23, and 26, T. 5 S., R, lij. E., Crozier Peak
quadrangle (PI, 1), is believed to continue on to the south „
but its trace is concealed by the homogeneity of the granite
and the alluvial cover.

The westerly dipping normal fault

displacing the thrust in the Cedar Mountains

(Sec. G-H, PI. If-)

is believed to be the possible southern extension of this
same fault.

(2 ) Although offset a few places by other faults,

6o
an extensive normal fault is traceable down and along Jim
Thomas and Eagle Washes from sec. 17, T.

S„, to sec. l 6 ,

T. 6 S», R. lif E.j where its trace is concealed by slope
wash and homogeneity of the granite.

Hargraves (19^3, PI. '

K-l). mapped the northward extension of this fault across the
northern Tortilla Mountains

and down Ripsey Wash,

A fault

of similar attitude and magnitude mapped by Benedict (1953,
PI. 1) in the San Manuel area is well aligned with this
fault across the distances involved and may possibly be its
southward extension,

(3) The normal far It extending down

the length of the western slope of the western range is believed
to continue for considerable distances,
and to the south.

both to the north

However, no attempt .was made to trace it

out of the area to the north and no trace of the -fault is
evident in the alluvial cover and homogenous granite to the
south.

This fault brought diabase in contact with granite

in sec. 13 and caused some of the repetition of the Apache
rocks in secs. 2ij. and 25, T. 5 S . , R. 13 E,, Crozier Peak
quadrangle (PI. 1).

The isolated Apache rocks in the SE^,

sec. 23 , may represent a structural basin in a folded thrust
plane as does that in the Cedar

Mountains, but the excessive

pre-thrust.".folding required to allow the Apache to be so
thrust in its present overturned attitude makes emplacement
by normal faulting appear

much more plausible.

However,

the normal fault described above can be responsible for only
part of the displacement of the isolated Apache block.

Other
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normal faults of either earlier or later ages are responsible
for most of the displacement.
■

.

. ,-.’ • •■■

The Apache and Troy outcrops in the hills east of

Tecolote Ranch are cut off to the east by an easterly dipping,
post-Gila normal fault which forms the western fault of a
small grabeh, as shown in section D-E-F, plate l\..

This fault

does not appear to continue for any appreciable distances
either to the north or to the south.
Relatively recent

movement along some of the post-

Gila normal faults is indicated by disturbed stratification
in the alluvium above some of the faults.

.This is noticeable

in the fault along Eagle wash in sec. 33# in the more
southwesterly of the faults in sec. 20 , and in the fault
through the center of sec* -17, T,

R„ llj. E . , Crozier

Peak quadrangle (Pl» 1).

,

Mineralization
There are meager indications of a possible Nevadan
mineralization and metallization and some evidence of postLaramide mineralization in the area*

However, by far the

major amount of mineralization and metallization appears to
be of late Laramide age and to be controlled by easterly
striking Laramide tensional faults which apparently acted as
channelways for the mineralizing solutions.

There appears

to be no evidence of mineralization during any of the other
periods in the geological history of the region.
'

'

'

:

*

-

'•

j:
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Nevadan Mineralization
Pebbles o f ,copper-bearing gossan, apparently derived
from pyrlte and chalcopyrite,

in Cretaceous

(?) conglomerate

(PI. 6b , p. 17) in the northern Tortilla Mountains indicate
some mineralization in the region during Nevadan time.

The

writer, while inspecting this Cretaceous (?) conglomerate
reported by Hargraves

(1953> p. 9), found some pebbles to

also contain specularite, indicating an association of
specularite. with Nevadan mineralization.
The more westerly of the two northerly striking normal
faults in the Troy quartzite of the western range, which
are believed to be of

Nevadan age as discussed under "Nevadan

Structures" (pp. ^ 0- 3 ), is represented by a highly brecciated,
quartziferous zone.

Locally small stringers of specularite

and disseminated pyrite together with limonitic, manganiferous, and weakly cupriferous stain are present in this zone.
Numerous small pits and workings along the zone suggest the
sporadic occurrence of minor amounts of gold or silver.
as believed,

If,

the fault is Nevadan, then the mineralization

may also be Nevadan.

Northerly striking, discontinuous and

generally narrow veins of manganiferously stained specularite
in the granite and Apache rocks of the northern part of the
eastern range may also represent Nevadan mineralization.
Boulders 2 to 4- feet in diameter, largely composed of
specularite, in a gully 600 feet west and 1000 feet south of
the northeast corner of sec. 30, T. 5 S., R. 1$ E.

(PI. 2),
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may also Indicate Nevadan mineralization, but their source
is not apparent.
It is possible that the manganiferously stained specularite may represent an early, high-temperature Laramide
mineralization.

However,

the association of specularite

with Nevadan mineralization, as shown in the Cretaceous (?)
conglomerate, and with faults of contended Nevadan age,

the

control of known Laramide mineralization along easterly
trending faults and shear zones, and the absence of specularite
in mineralization of known Laramide age strongly suggest a
Nevadan age for that mineralization which is accompanied by
specularite,
Laramide Mineralization
The Laramide diorite and diorite porphyry commonly carry
disseminated pyrite which locally may be as much as two pe r 
cent of the rock, but little, if any, other metallization
appears to accompany the
ing faults or shears.

pyrite except along easterly strik

The easterly trending Laramide ten-

sional faults and shears appear to have provided the channelways for the mineralization, and thus have exercised structural
control over the mineralization.
Small veins,

stringers,

or blebs of quartz appear to be

associated with much of the Laramide mineralization, which
suggests that some silicification accompanied at least one
phase of that mineralization.

Varying degrees of alteration

r
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of feldspars to clay minerals is apparent in association with
most, if not all, of the metalliferous mineralization, which
is primarily by "pyrite accompanied by lesser amounts of
chalcopyrite and some galena.

Sphalerite and arsenopyrite

are rarely present, and locally gold and silver content has
been sufficient to encourage mining operations.
A piece of float of what appeared to be Mescal lime-,
stone containing about five percent galena was found in a
wash about 800 feet north and 1800 feet west of the south
east corner of sec. 12, T, 5 S«, R. lij. E.

(PI. 3), but the

source of the float was not found.
Quartz veins, probably due to fracture filling, and
shear zones in the granite and Pinal schist contain pyrite
with minor amounts of chalcopyrite and galena.

Small to

moderate workings indicate that gold and silver may have
been present locally.

Since the attitudes of these veins

and shears are the same as, and in places appear to be con
tinuations of, easterly striking Laramide fractures and
shears, and since the mineralization is analogous to that of
known Laramide age, this mineralization also appears to be
of Laramide age.

Post-Laramide Mineralization
Small calcite veins in "Cloudburst" conglomerate (PI,
7B, p. 25) in the NE^-, sec. 28, and in the Gila conglomerate
along Jim Thomas Wash in the-SE^-, sec. 19 , T. 5 S«, R, ll|- E.
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(PI. 1), indicate that

some mineralization occurred in post-

Laramide, possibly late Tertiary,

time, but no indication of

accompanying metallization is found*
The siderite vein and -calcite mass along the pipeline
road, NWx, sec. 15, T. 6 S., R. llf. E.

(PI* 1), may be of

the same age as the calcite veins in the "Cloudburst” and
Gila conglomerates, but due to the isolation of the siderite
vein and calcite mass in granite no field evidence of s u c h .
an age relationship is discernable.
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ECONOMIC GEOLOGY
Summary
Numerous old trenches, pits,

short drifts, and shallow

shafts indicate an extensive prospecting of the area many
years ago*

Locally, showings appear to have been rich

enough to support small mining ventures or to encourage
more extensive development*

Elsing

and Heineman (1936*

p« 99 ) do not list the production of any mines

in this

area, which indicates that no mine here produced over
$ 10 ,000,00 worth of metal, gross value.
A study of the mining operations and ore occurrences
in the area suggests that either the metallization represents
only the lateral veins and diminishing roots of eroded ore
bodies or, what appears more likely, the metallization was
too small in extent,

too lean in value, and/or too erratic

in occurrence to support even modest mining operations.
Although some ore bodies probably lie concealed beneath
post-mineralization cover, there appears to be little reason
to expect that such ore bodies would be any larger, richer,
or more consistent than those which have been found and
worked.
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Mineral Deposits

-

..

The Laramide dikes and sills of diorite and andesite
commonly contain disseminated pyrite which, locally, may make
up as much as;two percent of the rock.

This pyritization

does not appear to be associated with any other metallization
except where such other metallization had been subsequently
introduced along faults and shear zones.
Late Laramide mineralization was largely controlled by
the easterly striking Laramide faults and shears which ap
parently acted as channelways for the mineralizing solutions.
This mineralization is marked almost everywhere by an in
crease in silica and, in igneous rocks, by extensive clay
' > 1 -.
- ;■ c : .: .... ; ' ; •.
r
' :mineral alteration. Associated metallization was by pyrite
accompanied by lesser amounts of chalcopyrite and galena.
Locally the metallization included silver,

gold, and, rarely,

sphalerite and arsenopyrite.
This crusts and seams of gossan occur in some mineral
ized areas.

A few

veins contain small stringers of limon-

itic boxworks after pyrite and chalcopyrite indicative of
leaching in a neutral to.weakly reactive environment.

How

ever, a preserved content of generally at least ten percent
primary sulphide residual in the boxworks suggests that
secondary enrichment could hardly be extensive.
Such ore bodies as have been mined or explored are,
except for rare pockets, relatively low in grade for small
operations, and are comparatively small in extent and shallow
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in depth*

The ore occurrences may represent weakly mineral

ized lateral veins and diminishing roots of ore bodies which
previously occupied the now eroded crests of-Laramide folds.
However,

in view of the absence of definite traces of such

eroded ore bodies, low metal content of. the mineralizing
solutions is more likely to be the reason for the generally
small size and low grade of the ore occurrences.
Mines
All mining operations in the area have been abandoned
for many years*

Timbering has rotted and many of the drifts

and shafts have collapsed.

Production records were not

available and probably were not kept.

The following in

formation, "much of which must be considered doubtful, was
gleaned largely from surface examinations,
gossip, and,

in rare cases,

sifting of local

conversations with old-timers

v/ho had actually worked on the property in question.

Bracmonte Mine
Located in the south central part of sec. II4., T. $ S*,
R* llj. E e, Grozier Peak quadrangle (Pl« 1), the patented
Bracmonte Mine consists of several drifts and inclined shafts
in and along east-northeasterly striking and steep southerly
dipping shear zones in a large diorite dike.

The mineralized

shear zones are moderately pyritized and contain disseminated
chalcopyrite and galena.

The gold content was sufficient to

support mining operations and is reputed to have ranged from
a trace to three ounces per ton.

'

The approximately 3-foot wide shear zones were stoped
out to depths of about 100 feet at which depths the gold
content became too low to support further operations.; The
amount of work and quality of workmanship imply a paying
mine, and rumor has it that Bracmonte netted enough to buy
a small ranch and a grocery store.

Bracmonte abandoned

operations in the early nineteen hundreds.

Leasees resumed

operation in the thirties but attained no appreciable productione

Assessment work is being kept up on adjacent un

patented claims,

.: .

Gold Bug Mine
The partially collapsed shaft of the abandoned Gold
Bug mine

is located on the east bank of Indian Camp Wash in

the central western part of sec. 22, T. f> S., R. llf. E»,
Crozier Peak quadrangle (PI. 1).

Fractures in granite near

a diorite dike show thin crusts and seams of gossan of prob
able pyritic derivation.

Production of some gold ore was

rumored but nothing was learned of the operation of the mine.
In the granite across the wash from the' mine considerable
prospecting has been d o n e :along fractures containing moderate
staining by oxidized copper minerals.
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Iron Clad Mine
The short drift and about 80-foot shaft;of the Iron
Clad mine are near a northeastward-dipping,

-

low-angle fault

zone in granite in the south central part of secV-25, T. 5
S», R, lij. E., Winkelman quadrangle (PI. 2).

The" fault zone

shows a heavy gossan of probable pyritic derivation.
Material on the dump shows strong pyritization but a sample
assayed by Mr. Bobbitt of Hayden contained no value in other
metals.
In the south central part of se c . 23, T. 5 S. , R. Iq E . ,
Crozier Peak quadrangle (PI. 1), along a similar but more
steeply dipping fault showing a similar gossan is another
old shaft with material on the dump showing the same strong
pyritization as that found at the Iron Clad mine.
Antelope Mine
The Antelope mine is located n e a r ;the granite-Pinal schist
contact in the southern half of sec. ig, T. 6 S,, R. l ^ E . ,
Winkelman quadrangle (PI. 2).
operation of the mine,

Mr. Meyer, partner in the

stated that several thousands of

dollars worth of silver ore was produced but that the silver
content of the ore diminished rapidly at moderate depths,
and added that considerable exploration failed to reveal ap
preciable additional ore.

According to Mr. Meyer,

the ore

occurred in irregularly mineralized zones in the Pinal
schist and cut off sharply against the granite contact.
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Sample Mine
The Sample mine is located on the granite-diabase.con
tact in the SE^-, sec. 12, T. 6 S., R. llj. E . , Winkelman quad
rangle (PI. 2).

Although primarily worked for silver ore,

the mine did produce some bornite from locally rich pods and
pockets.

During World War II selected material from the »

dump was shipped at a profit.
Grand Prize Mine
The Grand Prize mine is located
striking pyritized quartz

on east-northeasterly

veins in granite in the NE-|'» sec.

25, T. 6 S., R . 13 E., Crozier

Peak quadrangle (PI. 1).

The quartz veins contain some chalcopyrite and galena and
probably carry some gold.

The size of the dumps,

the well-

built head frames, and the number and size of collapsed
buildings in the area indicate that considerable work was
done and planned.
rumor,

The complete lack of knowledge, and even

throughout the region concerning this operation sug

gests that it may have been promotional rather than productive.
Silver Queen Mine
Two old shafts, a' trench, and moderate dumps on eastnortheasterly striking mineralized shear zones in granite in
the ME-!-, sec. 21, T. 6 S., R. ll^. E . , Crozier Peak quadrangle
(PI. 1), mark the Silver Queen mine.

Little is known con

cerning this long abandoned mine but it is believed to have
been started on silver and/or gold showings.
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Mine, Name Unknown
A shaft and a drift containing a winze are on steep,
southerly dipping, easterly striking

mineralized shear zones

in dibrite and diabase in the Sy^-, sec. 19 , T. 5> S»» R. 1$
E., Winkelman quadrangle*

Thin crusts and seams of limonitic

and hematitic gossan are present along these shear zones.
Neither the name of the mine nor that of the operator was
ascertained.

No location notices were found at the abandoned

property and inquiries in Winkelman were fruitless.
■

'

'■/'

However

.

the property was alleged to have produced just enough gold
to encourage further work but never enough to provide any
profits.

Prospecting
The opening of the San Manuel Mine near Mammoth brought
about a resurgence of prospecting and a re-staking of aband
oned claims throughout the area.

No favorable results have

been forthcoming from the prospecting, but some of the work,
as follows,

is still going on.

Javalina Claims
The Javalina mining claims (PI. 9 ), five in number,
are located in the southern half of sec. 30, T. 5 S., R.
15 E., Winkelman quadrangle (PI. 2).

The mineralization oc

curs in or near the diorite dike which strikes easterly
through claims 4 , 3 , and 2 , but appears to be later than the
emplacement of the dike.

Gouge and shearing along the south

Areal Geology of the Javiiina Mining Claims
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margin of the dike indicate post-dike faulting or post-dike
renewal of movement on a pre-dike faulte

Although the amount

of gouge and shearing indicates only small to moderate dis
placement,

the fault appears to be the controlling structure

near which alteration and mineralization occur,

suggesting

that the fault probably provided the channelway for the
mineralizing solutions.

Silicification and metallization

occur principally as small stringers and mainly in the dike.
Clay mineral alteration affects the whole dike and is of
such intensity as to make "diorite" a somewhat uncertain „
petrologic classification.

Metallization is primarily by

pyrite and chalcopyrite which are accompanied locally by
minor amounts of galena,

silver,

gold, and rarely,

sphalerite

and arsenopyrite.
Staining by oxidized copper minerals and limonitic
boxworks after pyrite and chalcopyrite indicate the leaching
of sulphides in a weakly reactive to neutral environment.
However,

the preservation of about ten percent of the primary

sulphide as residuals in the boxworks suggests that secondary
enrichment could hardly have been extensive.
The strong alteration occurs over a strike length of
some 2000 feet and over a variable width averaging less than
100 feet.

The amount of metallization is variable throughout

the zone of alteration.

However,

copper showings are feeble

as shown by the following list of assays of samples taken from
workings on the claims.
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Claim
No.
2
3
3

4

Source of sample

% cu

Oz • Au

0z. Ag

bottom
6. feet
3 feet
8.feet

0*20
0.20
0.50
0.20

no
trace
trace
no

no
0.30
0.30
no

5 feet of shaft
across south side of cut
across north side of cut
along back of drift

Inasmuch as it is to be expected that the workings
started on the better looking surface showings,

were

it seems

likely that the above samples represent the better metalliza
tion on the claims.
About 700 feet southward from the diorite dike there is
a copper showing in brecciated Dripping Spring quartzite.
Feeble step fractures contain tiny seams and spots of limonite
which represents the sulphide source of a weak chrysocolla
and malachite staining of a possible several hundred tons of
brecciated quartzite*

The owner believes that he can profit

ably ship this material as silica flux to the nearby Hayden
smelter, but this would not be more than a minor or marginal
operation.
Along Smith Wash
On both sides of Smith Wash above the Javalina claims
and through the southern third of sec. 30 and the

sec.

31, T. 5> S 0, R. 15 So, Y/inkelman quadrangle (PI. 2), easterly
trending shears in the granite commonly contain staining by
oxidized copper minerals.

Some of the better showings have

been prospected recently but in all cases the copper content
proved to be low and erratic.
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Silver King Prospect
Marked "Prospect" in the center of sec. 25, T. 5 S., R.

1I4. E e, Winkelman quadrangle map (PI, 2), the Silver King
prospect consists of a small pit in a sheared zone in the
granite near the granite-diorite contact.

For a width of «

about 12 feet strong staining and tiny fracture filling by
oxidized copper minerals occurs in the granite.
pyritization, not to exceed one percent, but

no other

metallization is present in the adjacent diorite.
70 tons of "ore" were shipped to

Minor

About

the Hayden smelter but

returns proved insufficient to support mining operations.

North of Romero Wash
Contract drifting is being done on an active prospect
apparently along the easterly trending fault in the center
of sec. 1, T. 5 S., R» 34 E„, Winkelman quadrangle (PI. 2).
The drifting is reported to be

following a showing of silver,

but the owner was absent and the contracting Mexicans were
non-committal.
Future Outlook
The history of mining in the area shows that very few
ventures were profitable.

The profitable ventures were not

large and almost invariably the content of sought-for metal
diminished rapidly at a
view

comparatively shallow depth.

In

of this, the chance of finding profitable ore bodies,

/
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except for possible small pockets rich in gold or silver,
appears to be small.
Although it is possible that better ore bodies may lie
at favorable Paleozoic limestone horizons,
weak metallization in the area

the generally

indicates that these bodies

would not be of sufficient size, at the considerable depths
•to be anticipated beneath the steeply dipping Gila conglom
erate,

to be detectable by currently used geophysical

methods.
Thus it appears that the possibility of the development
of even moderately successful mining operations in the
central Tortilla Mountain area is remote.
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APPENDIX I
The work by Benedict and Hargraves in the northern
Tortilla Mountains was heavily relied upon in evolving the
geology and geological structures of the central Tortilla
Mountains.

Inasmuch as their reports are not available to

the public and, as of this date, they have not published
papers on their work,

the writer believes that a better

understanding of some of his conclusions will be afforded by
the following abstract of a paper given by Benedict to the
Geology Division, Arizona Section, American Institute of
Mining and Metallurgical Engineers, at Tucson, Arizona,
December 7, 1953.

The kind permission of the authors to

reprint this abstract is appreciated.
"A FOLDED OVERTHRUST FAULT AND
SEDIMENTS DERIVED FROM THE SCARPS
OF OVERTHRUST AND NORMAL FAULTS IN THE
TORTILLA MOUNTAINS. ARIZONA
by
P. 0. BENEDICT AND ROBERT B. HARGRAVES
ABSTRACT
"On the east flank of the Tortilla Mountains,
south of Ray, Arizona,

ten miles

one obtains the casual impression of

narrow bands of Paleozoic and older rocks, and breccias com
posed of these rocks, interbedded with steeply east-dipping
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Gila conglomerate.
two manners:

The older rocks have been so emplaced in

(1 ) on overfchrust faults,-almost parallel to

the bedding whereon older rocks override the Gila and (2): deposition a s :interbeds in the Gila of breccia derived from
the erosion of the advancing overthrust block where it broke
through the then existing surface of the Gila.
^Subsequent"uplift of the central Tortilla Mountain mass
steeply folded;the originally flat overthrust and induced
correspondingly steep tilting of the Gila on the east side
of the range.

Such uplift

was relieved,

on the western

flank of the mountains, by normal faulting causing, on that
side of the range, no appreciable tilting of the Gila sedi
ments.

.Erosion of this normal fault scarp, during this stage

B, in places furnished distinctive horizons conformable" with
the underlying Gila which,

thus, must still have been essent

ially flat.
Further movement of the central mountain mass in an
easterly direction, an underthrust relative to the overlying
fault block to the east, further steepened the Gila sediments
and the overthrust plates on the east side of the range.
Furthermore,

the eastern movement of the central block per

mitted the west block to sag to the east along the normal
fault, which sagging produced moderate east dips in the Gila.
Hence it is proposed that the steep east dips on the eastern
side of the range are due to compression,
east dips on the west to tension.
Univ. of Arizona Library

the more moderate
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Erosion of the footwall of the normal fault, during
stage B, permitted deposition of sediments over the fault
outcrop,

the shore being the erosional scarp.

Hence examin

ation of the Gila-basement contact shows no faulting, where
as it is believed the significant large relationship between
these rocks was caused by normal faulting of considerable
magnitude 6

It is a matter of the youngest Gila capping the

fault plane along which older Gila has been displaced."
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Line Y-Z is the section line from point Z, 2 6 0 0 feet north of the southeast
corner of Section 27, R 14 E, T 5 S, plate I ,
north to the top of the map.

Postulated section before faulting, folding, or intrusions.

Faulting and graben hypothesis

Sloping and sinking hypothesis

D.

Intrusion of diontic magma stopes its way upward on what may or may not
be a fault or shear zone.
Rising magma isolates block A which sinks in
the magma to A'.

Present surface, minus effects of folding and faulting,

is shown.
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A-B-C

L m e A-B-C bears due east from point A, 8 5 0 feet north and 1 8 0 0 feet east of the southwest corner of Section 15, R 13 E, T 5 S, plate I.

GEOLOGIC STRUCTURAL SECTION ALONG LINE D-E-F
Line D-E-F bears due east from point D, 150 feet north and 14 0 0 feet east of the southwest corner of Section I, R 14 E, T 6 S, plate I.
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Paleozoic rocks, and (3) inferrences drawn from data obtained
area and applied to the sections shown above.
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Thrust faults are projected above and below the surface to show the intense folding of
the thrust plates during Gila time.
The Apache group, a conspicuous marker horizon, is
also projected to show the relationships existing between Gila and earlier rocks.
The
projections are based on (I) the varying attitude of the Gila and its relation to the attitudes
of the thrust faults, (2) the known and presumed altitudes of Younger Precambrian and
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